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Abstract:
The Feynman's path integral in space-time is closely related, via classical Lagrangian theory, to Dirac's
formulation of quantum mechanics. The essential point of this approach is in making use of the
Lagrangian function in space-time and Hamilton's first action principle to construct the probability
amplitude in conventional quantum mechanics. This formulation has, as mentioned by Feynman,
mathematical and physical incompleteness. We have investigated a part of the physical incompleteness,
which can be treated by using the classical technique of eliminating ignorable. coordinates.

The corresponding conjugate momenta will then provide constraint relations, which can be used to
reduce the Lagrangian function and the path integral to a modified form. The paths are now restricted,
via the constraint relations, to limited configuration spaces. A general modified formulation is
constructed for paths in a limited space-time region. An important special case is demonstrated. In the
special case, Jacobi's action principle is employed to replace Hamilton's action principle, therefore, the
paths thus formulated are in space-energy rather than in space-time. 
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ABSTRACT

Th^ FyyiiAtirAf & path iiat'dgrttl in Bptî ia = tiitiS IS fcltisely 
related, via classical Lagrangian theory, to Dirac's formula
tion of quantum mechanics. The essential point of this 
approach is in making use of the Lagrangian function in space- 
time and Hamilton's first action principle to construct the 
probability amplitude in conventional quantum mechanics. This 
formulation has, as mentioned by Feynman, mathematical and 
physical incompleteness. We have investigated a part of the 
physical incompleteness, which can be treated by using the 
classical technique of eliminating ignorable. coordinates.
The corresponding conjugate momenta will then provide 
constraint relations, which can be used to reduce the 
Lagrangian function and the path integral to a modified form. 
The paths are now restricted, via the constraint relations, 
to limited configuration spaces. A general modified formula
tion is constructed for paths in a limited space-time region. 
An important special case is demonstrated. In the special 
case, Jacobi's action principle is employed to replace 
Hamilton's action principle, therefore, the paths thus 
formulated are in space-energy rather than in space-time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

. The path integral' approach to quantum mechanics which 
has been developed b y  Dirac ̂   ̂ ^  an(̂  Feynman ̂  ’ repre

sents a point of view which has proven useful for the solu

tion of important physical problems.^  Of equal importance, 

however, is the conceptual picture it provides of quantum 

mechanics. In conventional quantum mechanics one customarily 

starts with stationary states and obtains the dynamical 

behavior only through the application of time-dependent 

perturbation theory. By contrast, ,the primitive concept of 

Feynman's approach is the probability amplitude (or propa

gator) for the dynamical evolution of a system. Moreover, 

the quantum dynamics of Feynman is closely related to the 

dynamics of the corresponding classical system, since the 

classical Lagrangian is employed to construct the probability 

amplitude in its path integral form.,

The solution of problems in classical mechanics is often 

facilitated by transforming the Lagrqngian to eliminate the 

so-called ignorable coordinates which do not appear explicitly 

in the Lagrangian, The modified Lagrangian, thus obtained, 

can be used to obtain equations of motion for the reduced 

problem. It is the purpose of this work to discuss the manner 

in which this procedure of classical mechanics can be related 

to the corresponding quantum mechanical problem. Our method

.1
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employs the modified classical Lagrangian to construct a path 

integral for the probability amplitude. The discussion is 

restricted throughout to non-relativistic quantum mechanics 

and to systems with a classical analogue.

Our development proceeds in complete analogy with the 

logic of Dirac and Feynman. For this reason we have included 

in this introduction several logical outlines by (means of 

which the analogy may be compared, step by step.

In Section II we review and summarize the relevant parts 

of the work of Dirac and of Feynman, in order to make clear 

the relation of classical mechanics to the original (or 

standard) space-time path• integral method.

The correspondence relationship between the probability 

amplitude for infinitesimal times and the classical action 

was first derived,, by Dirac in 1933. For a finite time 

interval t^ - t^, the correspondence relation can be extended 

to calculate the probability amplitude by means of the path

integral method, which was formulated by Feynman in 1948. ,
! *

This probability ,amplitude (or kerne;! or propagator) in space- 

time is nothing but the Green's function of the time-dependent 

Schroedinger's equation in conventional quantum mechanics. We 

summarize in Outline I the logical relations which lead from 

classical mechanics to the probability amplitude .in quantum 

mechanics.
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The Classical Motion can be considered as the continuous 

development of a contact transformation. Dirac's search for 

a quantum analogue of this led to a correspondence relation 

between the probability amplitude and the classical action, 

which is:

Outline I

tI3Isa ta> ~ exP [j L:(q,q;t)dt]

iFor an infinitesimal time interval, e, this becomes

<qb t a +eIqa ta>~ exp[i L(q,q;ta)e]
' , c 1

For a finite time interval, t^ - ta , the probability 

amplitude may also be calculated using the classical

Lagrangian function by means of:
' , ■ i-

Feynman's Path Integral, which gives the probability 

amplitude as a sum over all paths from qa , t to q ^ , t^.

That is, $ <•
'y - / ' ' b

-=Sb ^ l s a V  ” a i i k p a t h s ' TE  e x P t f f  L  L ( s > h t ) d t ]
ra

The probability amplitude has the physical meaning of a 

propagator (or" kernel) for the time development of the wave 

•function: ■

« q b tb) = <qb tb |qa ta> 4-(qa ta)dqa .
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The probability amplitude is identical in:

Conventional Quantum Mechanics to the Green's function 

of the time-dependent Schroedinger's equation

T 8% - Hqb)<qb V  = - '
This outline forms the basic theoretical formulation of 

the space-time path integral in dealing with quantum mechanics 

and other fields of physics. Section II is devoted to a more 

'complete review of this standard approach.

There is an "incompleteness" of,this formulation as 

mentioned in Feynman's original paper.^  We quote his 

comments about, the path integral method as follows:

It is also incomplete from the physical stand
point. ...T^e present formulation, can be mathe
matically demonstrated to be invariant under the 
unitary transformation. However, it has not been 
formulated in such a way that it is physically 
obvious that it is invariant. No direct procedure 
has been outlined to describe measurements of 
quantities other than position. ... It is to be 
expected that the postulates can be generalized 
by the replacement of the idea 'paths in a region 
of space-time R' to 'paths of class R ' ,. or 'paths 
having property R . ' But which properties correspond 
to which !physical measurements has not been formulated 
in a general way.

; :
This comment motivated the present work, which we hope 

may contribute something to completing and generalizing the
, v ' .

path integral method. .

t '

I
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Relating; to another effort in this direction, an addi

tional historical remark will be made. In recent years,

Davies .and Qarrod ̂  ^  (1962, 1966) have followed the same 

ideas as Dirap and Feynman, but have used Hamilton's 

principle of the second kind to formulate the path integral 

in space-momentum rather than in space-time. This may be 

seen as one kind of generalization of the path integral to 

paths in "space-momentum" or phase space.

It is a'well known fact in classical mechanics, that when 

a conjugate momentum is a constant of the motion, the corres

ponding coordinate is missing in the,Lagrangiah function.

This missing coordinate is called an ignorable (or cyclic) 

coordinate. T;he -physical meaning of this for the path 

integral method is that the conserved quantity, say momentum 

of some sort, will provide a constraint relation to limit 

"paths to possible regions which conserve that quantity."

In section III, we exploit this fact and show how this 

procedure may be carried out. The analysis is general in
X

that we consider ,a general constant ;of the motion and do not 

specialize to a particular dynamical variable such as energy, 

angular momentum,. etc. ,

Following, the general method of eliminating ignorable 

coordinates and their conjugate momenta, the Lagrangian 

function and Hamilton's action principle are reduced to
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modified forms which contain the non-ignorable coordinates 

and the corresponding momenta only. The conserved quantities 

provide constraint relations. The logical development of' 

this procedure is summarized in Outline II,which may be 

compared with Outline I.

I

t

X

I
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The Modified Classical Motion can be considered as the

continuous development of a contact transformation in a

limited region (restricted by the constraint relations) of

space-time. The quantum analogue of this leads to a

correspondence relation between the modified probability '■ , •
amplitude and the modified action, which is

-  -  i fs _  • •
<qb tb Iqa ta> ~ exP ^  I L(q,q;t)dt] 

where q are non-ignorable coordinates only.

For an infinitesimal time interval, e , this becomesI ■

Outline II

<qb ta+ £ lqa ta> “ exP ^  L(q,^;ta)E] .

For a,finite time interval, t^-t , the modified proba

bility amplitude may also be calculated using the modified
r

Lagrangian function by means of:

The Modified Feynman's Path Integral, which gives the 

modified probability amplitude as a sum over limited paths 

from qa , ta to q ^ , t ^ . That is

<qb Pb Iqa ta> = ■ TT exP^iI L(q,q;t)dt] .
s paths /  a

The modified probability amplitude has the physical

meaning of a propagator (or kernel) for. the time-development
; !

of the wave function in limited regions
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//

"Kqb t b) I "a V V dcIa

Tho modified probability amplitude is identical in: 

Conventional Quantum Mechanics to the modified Green's 

function of the time-dependent Schroedinger's equation

I" T  V  ’ " T 6 fSb -cIa1,5 cV tB1

where the ignorable coordinates are missing, and their 

-conjugate momenta are constant.

Outline II gives the modified formulation of a limited 

space-time path integral (in regions .restricted by conserved 

quantities) which is developed in detail in Section III.

In Section IV we treat an important special case of the 

modified path integral method using a special modified 

Lagrangian.

When the Hamiltonian of the system is a constant of the 

motion, the time "t" is an ignorable coordinate. Therefore, 

"t" may be eliminated as an independent variable. After the 

elimination of "t", the classical Lagrangian function is 

reduced to a function of space and energy, where the energy is 

a constant. Then we must use as the independent variable, 

an arbitrary parameter v, which parameterizes the paths thqt 

conserve energy; i .e . , "paths having the property that they 

conserve energy." Moreover, this parameter can be chosen to

11

! I ' I  I!
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be one of the space coordinates, which are now free from "t", 

but are functions of the parameter. In this case the modified 

Hamilton's principle, due to Jacobi, is called Jacobi's 

action principle of the first kind.

We again employ an outline to display ,the logic of the 

path integral analysis of this special case of energy 

conservation.
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The Modified Classical Path can be considered as the 

Continuous development of a special contact transformation in 

a limited region of space-energy. The quantum analogue of 

this leads to a correspondence relation between the modified 

probability amplitude and the modified action, which is

Outline III

. i-v i
<qb vb I qa va> ~ exP ^  F(q,q,-E;v)dv]; q = ^

'The time does 1 not appear, but the.energy appears as a constant. 

For an infinitesimal parameter interval, a, this becomes

V a K  v e x p F (q,q,-E;va)a]

For a finite parameter interval, vb -va > the modified 

probability amplitude may also be calculated using the 

modified Lagrangian function by means of:

The Modified Feynman's Path Integral, which gives the 

energy conserving probability amplitude as a sum over limited 

paths (that conserve energy) from qa , v & to q ^ , That is

vb I qa va> = Z]cD a a all limited 
paths

The modified quantum amplitude has the physical meaning 

of the kernel for the spatial development of the wave function 

of constant energy.

7 exp[i bF (q,q,-E;v)dv]
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cP Cqb vb^ vblla va> ^Cqa VaJdqa

The energy conserving probability amplitude is identical 

in: '

Conventional Quantum Mechanics to the Green's function 

of the time-independent Schroedinger's equation:

CK - Eb )<qb vb |qa V T S(qb-qa.) a (Eb-Ea)
This special case of the energy-conserving spatial 

propagator is the subject of Section IV, and serves as a 

specific illustration of the use of a modified Lagrangian 

in the construction of a modified quantum amplitude.

In Section V, a conclusion is given.



II. THE FEYNMAN (OR ORIGINAL) PATH 
INTEGRAL IN SPACE-TIME

In 1933 ̂ Dirac took up the question of what corresponds 

in quantum mechanics to the Lagrange equations of classical 

mechanics. A little consideration shows, however, that one 

cannot expect to be able to take over the classical Lagrange 

equations in any very direct way. These equations involve 

partial derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to the 

,coordinates and velocities and no meaning can be given to 

such derivatives in quantum mechanics.

We must therefore, seek the quantum analogue of the 

Lagrangian theory in an indirect w a y . We must try to take 

over the ideas, but not the equations of the classical 

theory. Dirac’s main point of view is briefly reviewed as
A

follows:

In classical mechanics, the action function S and the 

Lagrangian function L are related by the expression,

■L(qi ,qi ;t)dt (2 , 1)

. where are the generalized coordinates and q^ are the 

generalized velocities, which are all functions of the time

t .
-------------------------------------------------  i

For detail, see Dirac’s original work cited in Ref. (I).
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Hamilton1s first action principle states that the system 

follows a path such that the variation of the action function 

(2»1) for fixed t^ and ta is %ero. In accordance with the 

method of the calculus of variations, with the variations 

Sqi (t^) = Gq^(t^) = O at the ends points, we then obtain from

'tH .D L(qi ,qi ;t)dt = O  (2.2)

the Lagrange equations of motion in the familiar form

dt ^ q i-1
3L_
9q; (2.3)

For an infinitesimal time interval, Lagrangian theory is 

closely related to the theory of contact transformations in 

classical mechanics. We shall therefore begin with a brief 

discussion of the analogue between classical and quantum 

contact transformations.
*

Let two sets of variables be q^, p̂, and Q^, P^.
I '

(i=l,2,...n), and suppose the q's'and Q's to be all indepen

dent, so that any function of the dynamical variables can be 

expressed in terms of them. In classical mechanics, the 

contact transformation equations for this case can be put in

In classical mechanics, q 
coordinate systems, say re 
we consider them as the same coordinate at different times. 
This will be seen more clearly as we follow the development .

. , Q. represent usually two different 
ltan^ular and spherical, but here.

■r*—r-*-* rrrTTi-v; • p*-> i-m, ,W-r ,rr - ■r.T'rr' > rrtrt’MT rrhM
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the form

= aqT' 9Q, (2.4)Li - - -I

where are coordinates and momenta at time t say, and

Q i , ?i are coordinates and momenta at another time, say t^.

S is some function of the q ’s and Q 1s as defined in (2.1).

This connection of the action function with the contact 

transformation in classical mechanics can be carried over 

into quantum mechanics in the following way.

We take the dynamical variables in classical mechanics 

to correspond with the operators q, Q in quantum mechanics.

In addition we consider two representations in which the q's 

and Q 1s are diagonal respectively^ There will be a trans-
t t

formation function <q |Q > (or matrix element of a unitary 

matrix) connecting the two representations, which in the 

present case a r e ■actually the same representation taken at,
I I

different times. The q , Q are numerical values (eigenvalues) 

of the corresponding operators q, Q .

We shall now show that this unitary transformation in 

quantum mechanics is the quantum analogue of exp[4^] ,' where 

S as defined in (2.1) is the classical action function.

If a is any function of the dynamical variables in 

quantum theory, it will have a "mixed" matrix representation
I i

<q - I a IQ > which may be defined in terms of the usual

(
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i n " I " I 'representation of either <q |a|q > or <Q |a|Q > by

<q M Q  > 'i i " " " I '<q I a Iq >dq <q |Q > ' I "  "  "  I I '<q |Q >dQ <Q I Ot I Q >.

From the first of these definitions we obtain,

<q Iqi IQ > = qj_ <q IQ > I (2.5)

<q Ipi I Q > = - ifi g-̂ -r <q Iq > (2.6)
qi

and from the second:

<q IQi IQ > = Qi<q IQ > . (2.7)

<q I P-- |q ’> = + ih — <q | Q > (2.8)
1 3Q

Note the difference in sign in (2.6) and 2.8).
i

Equation (2.5), and (2.7) may be generalized as follows: 

Let f (q) ,be any function of the q 1s and g (Q) any function of 

the Q * s . Then

<q |f (q)g(Q) I > = <q I f (q) I q>dq <q |:Q >dQ <Q Jg(Q) | Q >

= f(q )g(Q )<q IQ > •

Further, if f^(q) and g^(Q), (k=l,2,...m) denote two sets of 

functions of the q's and Q's respectively,

<q I2kfk (q)gk (Q)|Q > = 2kfk (q )gk (Q )<q |Q > .
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Thus .if,a is any function of the dynamical variables and we 

. suppose it to be expressed as a function a(q,Q) of the q's 

and Q's in a hWell-Ord^redh w a y , that is, so that it consists 

of a sum of all terms of the form f (q)g (Q), we have:

<q |a(q,Q) l,Q > = ct(q ,Q )<q |Q > . ' (2.9)

"This• is a rather remarkable equation, giving us a 

connection between a(q,Q), which is a function of operators,
I T

’and a(q ,Q ),.which is a function of numerical variables.

. Moreover, it provides the basis for carrying over the contact 

transformation between dynamical variables in classical 

■ mechanics into a contact transformation between operators in 

quantum mechanics. We' demonstrate this immediately below.

In conventional quantum mechanics, <q |Q > is the matrix
“T

element of a unitary transformation between two representa

tions. In this analysis, we postulate that

<q IQ > = exp (2.10)

since the right-hand side also amounts to a unitary trans- 

. formation. Later we prove that the function U defined by 

(2.10) is the analogue of the classical action function S ,
'i . , • ,

A
See Ref. (2,3) for a discussion of the importance of "well- 

ordered" functions in quantum mechanics.
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thus linking our unitary transformation with the classical 

action.

If in equation (2.9) we choose a = p^, and apply (2.10) 

we get from (2.6)

' <q Ipi IQ > = 8tl ĉl, ) <q IQ > •
3 S1

X
By comparing this -with (2.9) we obtain

p = 3UCq,Q>
. ;

as an equation between operators or dynamical variables, 

which holds provided 3U(q,Q)/Bq^ is well ordered. Similarly, 

we get

P  = _ au(q,Q).3Q.

which holds provided 3U(q,Q)/9Q^ is well-ordered. These 

equations are of the same form as (2.4) and show that U 

defined by (2.10) is the analogue of the classical action S, 

which is what we had to prove. We proceed to examine this 

analogy in more detail.

The equations of motion of classical mechanics cause the 

dynamical variables to vary in.such a way that their values 

% ’ at an^ time t^ are connected with their values qa , p a 

at another time t by a contact transformation, which may be 

put into the form
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Pi 8Q. (2.4)

where q , p = ; Q, P = q , pa and S is the time integral

In quantum mechanics, the q ^ , p^ will still be connected 

’with the q ,, pa by a contact transformation (or unitary trans

formation) and there will be a transformation function 

<q^ tI3IcIa ta> connecting the two representations in which q^ 

at t^ and qa at t- are diagonal respectively. The work' of 

the preceding section now shows that|the contact transforma

tions in classical mechanics and in quantum mechanics have 

the relationship,

of the Lagrangian over the range ta to t along the classical

f D
S =  L (q.,q.;t)dt . X  (2.I)(2. 1)

<qa t^|qa ta> corresponds to exp[̂ - L (q^,q^;t)dt] (2.11)

,where L is the Lagrangian function:. 1 If we take t to differ

by the infinitesimal e from t ^ , we get ,

(2.12)

--------------------!--------  . I

Dirac’s original work uses h instead of H.

',I
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The transformation functions, i.e., <qu t, Iq t > , are 

very fundamental things in quantum mechanics, and it is 

satisfactory to find that they have their classical analogues, 

expressible simply in terms of the Lagrangian.

We have here the natural extension of .the well-known
(

result that the phase of the wave function corresponds to

Hamilton’s principle function (i.e., S = °Ldt) in classical 

mechanics. ' .

The analogy (2.12) suggests that we ought to consider the 

classical Lagrangian, not as a function of the coordinates 

and velocities, but father as a function of.the coordinates 

at t and the coordinates at t^+e-, where e is an infinitesimal 

time interval. ‘ .

For simplicity, we shall take the case of a single degree 

of freedom, although the argument applies to the general case. 

We shall use the notation,

exp jLdt] = A(tH ,t )

so that A(t^,t )\is the classical analogue of <q^ t^IcIa ta> •
' r  ''

Suppose we divide the time interval ta*t^ into a large 

number of small intervals t ^ t ^ , t1^t2 , • • tn~tb ’ 

by the introduction of a sequence of intermediate times

t., t? , ...t . Then
1 L n I . . I ■

A(tb ,ta) = A(tb ,tn )A(tn ,tn _1) ... A(t2 ,t1)A(t1 ,ta) .(2,13)



Now in the quantum theory we have

tI3K  V <qb IqnXiqf̂ q n

■ • <q2 h i >dcii<ciilcia>

n-i

(2.14)

where denotes q at the intermediate time t̂ . (k=l, 2, . ...n) . 

(This is exactly the probability amplitude in Feynman’s path 

integral method which will be seen later.)

Equation (2.14) at first sight does not seem to corres-
' , . , ■
pond properly to the equation (2.13) , since on the right-hand

side of (2.14) we must integrate after doing the multiplica

tion while on the right-hand side of (2.13) there is no . 

integration.

Let us examine this discrepancy by seeing what becomes 

of (2.14) when we regard t as extremely small. From the 

results of (2.11) and (2.12) we see that the integrand in 

(2.14) must be of the form e x p w h e r e  G is a function of 

qa , q ^ , q g , ...qn , q^ which remains finite as H  tends to zero. 

Let us now picture one of the intermediate q ’s, say q̂ ., as 

varying continuously while the others are fixed. Owing to the 

smallness of ft, we shall then in general have G/ft varying 

extremely rapidly,. This means that, exp[ ^ ]  will oscillate 

with a very high frequency about the value zero, as a result 

of which its integral will be practically zero. The only 

important part in the domain of integration of q̂ . is thus
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that for which a comparatively large variation of produces 

only a very small variation in G . This part is the neighbor

hood of a point for which.G is stationary with respect to
small variations in q .

k
We can apply this argument to each of the variables of

I
integration on the right-hand side of (2.14) and obtain the 

result that the only important part in the domain of integra

tion is that for which G is stationary for small variations in 

.all the intermediate q's. But, by applying (2.11) to each of 

the small time sections, we see that G has for its classical

analogue
t

Ldt + . Ldt + 
'n-1

f 2 r 1 rt Ldt +. + Ldt =
jtI . J a J

Ldt,

which is just the action function S , that classical mechanics

requires to be stationary for small variations"in all the

intermediate q's. (Here Hamilton's action principle plays its

role.) This shows the way in which (2.14) goes over into the

classical result (2.13) when "ft becomes extremely small.

We now return to the general case when TL is not small.

We see.that, for comparison with quantum theory, equation

(2.13) must be interpreted in the following way. Each of the

A (t ,t -) must be considered as a function of the q's at the n n-1 n
... ;

two times to which it refers. The right-hand side of (2.13)

is then a function, not only of q^ and q^, but also of

q^, q 2 , ... qn , and in order to get from it a function of q&
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and q-y only, which we can equate to the left-hand side, we 

must substitute for q^,q 2 ,...q their values given by 

Hamilton1 § first action principle. This process of substitu*- 
tion for the intermediate q ’s then corresponds to the process 

of integration over all values of q's in (2.14) . (In 

Feynman's path integral language, this corresponds to the 

integration over all paths.)

Equation (2.14) contains the quantum analogue of the 

,action principle, as may be seen more explicitly from the 

following argument. From (2.14) we can extract the statement 

(a rather trivial one) that, if we take specified values for 

qa and q ^ , then the importance of our considering any set of 

values for the intermediate q's is determined by the impor

tance of this sep of values in the integration on the right- 

hand side of (2.14). If we now make h tend to zero, this 

statement goes over into the classical statement that, if we 

take specified values for qa and q ^ , then the importance of 

our considering any set of values for the intermediate q's 

is zero unless these values make the action function station

ary. This statement is one way of formulating the classical 

Hamilton's first action principle.

The above review gives the basic idea of the formulation 

,of a quantum analogue of classical Lagrangian theory by Dirac.

In the following, we show the close relationship of 

Dirac's ideas and Feynman's path integral method.
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. Feynman's path integral" method contains as its essential 

idea the concept of a probability amplitude with motion be- 

twdiii tw6 specified spaee^time points. This can be closely 

related to Dirac's idea in the following way. '' ' '

From (2.14) we have , ;

ta> k n + 1 >dqn + 1 <qn+1 I q n X i q n

<q2|qi>dqi<qi|q >, (2.14)

and this probability amplitude in quantum mechanics has been 

proved to be related to the classical action function by 

using the correspnndence relation.

i f V
<qb tb I qa ta> ~ exP ^  t L(q,q;t)dt] (2.11)

a

(4)

What Feynman did in his workv J was to show that for an 

infinitesimal time interval tn+^“'tn = e this is an identity, 

if a proper normalization ,factor, which depends on the system 

under consideration is included, that is:

, ,f n+1
t _ . , Iq71 tn> = j  exp t L(q,q;t)dt]

n<qn+l ^n+!'^n ' 'n '  A Lh t (2.15)

where A is the normalization factor.

The classical action function is expressed in the form

nL „  scV i - q^ (2.16)
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where

tn+1
s(tin* v V ) Min

/1
L (q,q;t)dt (2.17)

n
If we put (2.15) into (2.14) and use Hamilton's first 

action principle as expressed in (2.17) , which is the exact 

argument given by Dirac, we get

tBlqa V Lim
8->0 exP [|f

Z
n= -< s ( q n t l , q r )3-

dqn+l dq-
A •"

(2.18)
This is the probability amplitude in its path integral 

form, since the integration is taken over those values 

^n ’^n+l’ *•' which lie in a region R. Figur'e I shows this 

schematically for paths in space-time.

We proceed to show the equivalence of this path integral 

formulation and the conventional formulation of quantum 

mechanics. ;

How is the wave function defined from the new point of 

view? Does the wave function satisfy Schroedinger's equation? 

These two. questions are ans.wered in the following way.

We shall see that it is the possibility of expressing 

S as the sum as given in (2.16), and hence the amplitude as; 

a product of contributions from successive sections of the 

path, which leads,to the possibility, of defining a quantity 

having the properties of a wave function.
! it

In Figure I, we may divide the .region R into R and R ,
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Kt

Fig. I Paths in Space-Time.

The sum over paths is defined as a limit, in which at 
first the path is specified by giving only its coordinate 
q at a large number of specified times separated by a 
very small intervals. The path sum is then an integral 
over'all these specific coordinates. The limit is 
taken as E-+0.
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T

so that (a) a region R , arbitrarily restricted in space, but
i I

lying entirely earlier in time than some t , such that t <t; 

(b) a region R arbitrarily restricted in space but lying
it H

later in time than t , such that t >t; (c) the region
i n

between t and t in which all the values of q coordinates 

are unrestricted. The region (c) is not absolutely necessary, 

it is convenient for letting us vary t a little without having
I ii

to redefine R and R .

Considering t as the present, we can express 

I<q^ t^Iqa ta> I ̂  as the probability (or relative probability - 

after renormalization) that the path had been in region R
H

and will be in region R .

Let us suppose in (2.18) that the time t is labelled by 

k, i . e . , assume tEt^. in Figure I, the index k, of course, 

depending upon the subdivision e ., Then the exponential may 

be split into a product of two factors.
CO CO

exp[i E S(qn+1,qn)] = exp [I Z S(q ^ q n)] 
n=-°o n=k

. k-1
I eXpCj5- Z S(^ n + l ’qn ^  ' (2.19)■ n=-00

The first factor contains only coordinates with index k 

.or higher, while the second factor contains only coordinates 

with index k-1 or lower. This split,is possible because of 

(2.16), which results essentially from the fact that the
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i

Lagrangian is.a function of position at different times. Now 

the probability amplitude can be written

tI3Iia v X*(qk ,tk)*(qk ,tk)dqk (2.20)

where

Cq1
Lim B->oJ R
t <t

exp [i
' k-1 

Z
n =  -CO S(-qn+l,,qn ^ A

dqk _ i  dqk-2
A

(2.21)
* rx (q tIr) '

Lim
k Iĉ e^ 0J-Rn exp [,

it
t >t

n=k
S (qn+1 , ) ]

dqk+l dqk+2
A

(2 . 2 2 )

The. symbol R is placed on the integral for tp to indicate 

that the coordinates are integrated over region R , and, for
T

t <tn <t, over all space. In a like manner, the integral for
* — Tl Il

X is over R , for t<t^<t , over all space.

- The wave function 1JjCqk Jtk) is sufficient to define those 

attributes which-are left from past history which determine 

future behavior.

The probability will then be X%dq| 2 These results

•agree with the principles of conventional quantum mechanics.

We approach the time-development of the system by noting 

that, for finite e , equation (2.21) permits a simple recur

sive relation to be developed. Consider the appearance of

(2.21) if we compute it at the next instant of time tk+i=tk+ e *

1
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' V e) ^ j k ' exp[K  J . „ s cqI H - I - V 3T  - T ^ 1-(Z-ZS)

This is similar to (2.21) except for the integration over'the 

additional variable q̂ . and the extra term in. the sum 'in the

exponent. From this we'obtain

. * (Sk t v Y E )  = exp[|S(qk+1,qk)]*(qk ,tk)

<Sk+l t^ l l S k  V ^ S k - V dSk

The quantity <qk+ltk+llqk tk>= X  exP
'k+1

(2.24)

L (q,q;t)dt]

is the kernel (or propagator) for the infinitesimal time 

development of the wave function. This kernel.is the Feynman 

identity given in (2.15), which is nothing but the probability 

amplitude or Jihe-unitary transformation of the same representa 

tion q at' two different, times, when t^+^-1̂ , = B i s  infinitesi

mal .

We illustrate the relation of (2.24) to the Schroedinger' 

equation in two cases:

For the first case, we take a particle moving freely in 

a one-dimensional space. In this case, the action function 

can be chosen as
. i

s O n *  I - V
me
2 Cxn;1 . ^ )2 (2..25)
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Using (2.25) , equation (2;24) becomes an integral 

equation

'+“ - . - -X-, -.2 d
. V(Xk+i,tt+s) e x p [ ^ ( ^  (X%,t%)^ (2 .2 6 )

Following the same calculation as Feynman did in his text, 

we are able to obtain

(5)

I 3^ CT  H ) ̂ (2.27)

’which is the Schroedinger's equation for the free particle 

case, However, it is obtained directly from the path 

integral method.

For the second case, .we take a particle moving in a 

potential V (x). In this case, the action function can be 

chosen as ' .

S(x_T,xJ = »^<!2:1::%) 2 _ :V(x_i) ** (2.25)vn+l 3̂ nv 2 K e J ^ n + 1

Using (2.25) , equation (2.24) becomes an integral equation

dx.

From this equation, Feynman obtains 
h Sip _ I /h S 2̂. *
i 31 2mCT  I x ^ + V(x^

(2.26)

(2.27)

For the calculation see Ref. (5), p p . 76-78.
AA

This form is a good approximation, for further discussion 
see Ref. (4). ■
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which is the Schroedinger's equation for the problem in 

question.

These two eases show that most of the contribution to 

<Kxk+l,t +e) comes from' values of in tJ; (x ^ , t) which are

(2.26) can, in the limit £->0, be replaced by a differential 

equation.

In order to appreciate the concrete meaning of Feynman’s 

amplitude, we next show that it is the Green's function of 

the time-dependent Schroedinger1s equation, and hence the 

kernel which appears in the integral equation corresponding 

to the Schroedinger's equation. We choose the special case 

of a time-’independent Hamiltonian, which relates to some . 

subsequent investigations in this work.

As we have shown, the Schroedinger's equation obtained 

by using the path integral method, has the conventional f^orm, 

(assume in one-dimension).

quite close to xk+^ , so that the integral equation (2.26) or.

(2.27)

or

(2.28)

We try a . spe.cial solution of the form

ip = f(t)<}>(x) (2.29)
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Substitutioh into (2.28) gives us

t
- Y iif, = ^  * (2*30)

Since the variables■are completely separated, so each side 

must be a constant, let us call this constant E . Thus the 

special solution is of the form

^ (x, t) = f (t) cfr (x) = e K" Et <f> (x) (2.31)

, where <j) (x) satisfies

H<j) (x) = E(f) (x) (2.32)

That is, for this special solution the wave function 

oscillates with a definite frequency, namely w = E/-h. We know 

that the frequency with which a wave function oscillates 

corresponds, in classical physics, to the energy E . For each 

value of E , a different particular function <j>, a solution of 

(2.32) , must be sought.

The probability that a particle is at x is the.absolute
2 2,square, of the wave function ^ . That is | |̂ = | <j) | which does

not depend upon the time. We say under these circumstances 

that the system is in a stationary state.

Now suppose that E^ is a possible energy for which 

equation (2.32) has a solution ^^(x), and E^ corresponds to 

<j>2, etc. The general solution can be written at any time t as
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From this, we may put

00 "S-Et
Cn 6 n (2.33)

00 Se t -I 00
= = ^̂  cn ® =  ̂ an^nn= In=l

since we can always make the expansion,

E ( X 1) = Z ad) (X1) 
■x n=l n n 1

So we conclude

(2.34)

(2.35)

cn = an 6 fiBntl (2.36)

Putting this into (2.33) , we have, for time t,

(x  2 > 1 2  ) = .2 S-Eti (t., -17)
n=l

f n ^ l  "2^ ^(Xg) -

From the orthonormality condition

(2.37)

- Snm (2.38)

and equation (2.35) , we obtain

^I(x1)f(%i)dx1 / 1 d>n (x I)^CxIJtI) dxI t (2.39)

Substituting into (2.37) we obtain
-i

K x 2 Jt2) S (X7) (j) (X1)B
con= I n z n 1

• K Ct9-tI)•h n ^ u2 vI
ip (x1t1)dx1

(2.40)

)
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Comp ar in g this with (2.24), w e 'finally obtain the 

desired expression for the space-time kernel, that is
C

’ f i(X0) ^  (X1 )e-
n=l<%2 tgl*! t%> 2 (X2) ( X 1)e- hEn^t2"tl̂  for t2:>tl

for t2<t1 (2.41)

This kernel is identical to the Green's function of the 

corresponding time-dependent Schroedinger's equation as can 

be shown by direct calculation as follows.

We consider the time-dependent Schroedinger1s equation 

for the Green's function

(- r w 2- V <x 2 ^ I xI V ^ g ( X 2-X1)6 (tg-ti) _ (2.42)

It is clear that the solution depends only on X 2-X1 , 

t2ct1 , therefore, we can, without loss of generality, set 

X 1 = O ,  t1 = 0, and

<x2 ^ I xI tl> = % Gn (t2^n(x2:)an Cxd■ n — i.
(2.43)

and using the Fourier Transform,

Sn^w) -

Gn(t 2̂ )

iwt.
Gn i:t2) e dt2

-iwt.
gn (w) e dw '

Therefore

<x 2 2
n=l)

Iwt2
g (w)e dm 'aH cxV (2.44)

_ OO
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Substituting (2.44) into (2.42) and using

6(x 2-x 1) = = W

We have

[ (-p) (-iw) - En ]Z
n-*

- iut2
gn (w)e dw (x2)an (X1)

ii I y
T  2¥ n *n(x 2)*n(xl)e

- ia)t.

Therefore

" En gn C“4  ' aH txI5 
°r *

Qn (Xi)Zan (Xi)

'T A  4lH txI5

gn M 2TTi (o)-En/h)

Then its Fourier Transform gives
* „ - icut,

Gn (I2) = [ ^ 4 ] [ -  1
aH txI5 d“] tZltI

To evaluate the contour integral under the condition 

we choose the contour as shown:

i m t 2
dw

0

t2>t1=o.
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By using Cauchy's theorem, we have

e_i tZ
^  T ^ T W T dm +

imt2
e' O - 1V * 3

e-iwt2
C1 (CoVEnVh) dh) 

and Cauchy's formula:

g-iwt2

c'

I
i¥

f (z)dz
c'

Therefore, we get 

- imt 2

C 1

00 - imt 2 
_ J w - E nZh)

-iV tZ
Zni

Finally we get

=nCt2) = y y

Thus the Green's function is

<x2 C2 Ix1 tl> = Z Gn (t2)*n (x2) • Bn (X1)
n= I

= nf1 V xZ3V xI5 e Ti 2" lJ for tZltI

for t2<t1 (Z.45)

which is the result that we obtained before. Thus the kernel 

is the Green's function of the time-dependent Schroedinger's 

equation in conventional quantum mechanics.



III. THE MODIFIED PATH INTEGRAL IN 
LIMITED SPACE-TIME

As mentioned in the introduction, we would like to make 

some modification of the space-time path integral, method to 

have some characteristics .of "paths of class R " , or "paths 

having .property R". This can be done in the following 

fashion.

We modify the Lagrangian function, and the action func

tion as well. After this is done, the modified form of the 

path integral is constructed, since it depends upon the 

Lagrangian function. The modified form of the Lagrangian 

function has obviously some constraint relations associated

with it. These constraint relations provide limitations on 

the paths, thus providing "paths of some class R" or "paths 

having property R " . We exhibit this in detail as follows.

In classical mechanics, the Lagrangian.function L is 

generally a function of all position coordinates and the 

velocities (i=l,2,...m). However, it may happen that a 

certain variable q^ does not appear in the Lagrangian function, 

although q̂ . is present. In such a case, q^ is called an
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ignorable (cyclic or kinosthenic) coordinate. When we 

introduce the "conjugate momentum",

p i = •

the Lagrangian equations of motion become

Pi - .Hi -
Now if is an ignorable coordinate. 

SL
Sq1 0 .

Pk constant = ck .

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

This is the well-known fact that the momentum connected with 

an-ignorable coordinate is a constant during the motion.

Let us examine what happens to Hamilton's first action 

principle, We have given the action integral in (2.1)

A
E . J . Routh, Dynamics of Rigid Bodies , (Macmillan, 1877) 

calls them "absent coordinates"; H. V. Helmholtz, Journal 
of Math. 97_ (1884) 111, calls them "cyclic coordinates"; 
Thomson refers to them as "kinosthenic" or "speed 
coordinates"; Whittaker uses the name "ignorable variables", 
see Ref. (9), p . 125 .
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L CcÎ  > ̂ 2  * * " * * ĉ m ’ cIi ’ ̂ 2 ’ ’ ’ " ĉ i > ■qm; t 3 dt. (3.5).

-I ;■ '■ Since a certain variable q̂ . is not present in the partial

), but is present, we can obtain 

from (3.4) as a function of non-ignorable coordinates and 

velocities.

For simplicity, we restrict our discussion to one single 

ignorable coordinate, the generalization to any number being 

-obvious.

We arrange q^ in such a manner that the last coordinate 

qm is the ignorable coordinate, so that

derivative p, = (3L)/(3q,

3L
3dI,

and hence

(3.6)

f ( q I*‘•'qTO-I5qI**-'qTO-I (3.7)

Hamilton’s first action principle requires that the 

action integral (3.5) vanish for arbitrary variations o f ,the 

q^ between definite limits. Equation (3.6) or (3.7) actually 

provide the constraint relation for the system under

Npte here'q . is different from q as before in (2.15), q. 
stands for different coordinates,each one of which can bi 
divided into q which represent' the same coordinate at 
different times.
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consideration . If we eliminate qm by means of (3.7) , our

problem is reduced from m to m-1 degrees of freedom, so our 

path Integral for the modified Lagrangian will be reduced by 

one degree of freedom.

nates. However, we have to keep in mind that the constraint

'variables in the sense that we assume the relation (3.7) to 

hold not only for the actual motion but for the varied motion 

as well.

There is no objection to this restriction of the varia

tions of all the . However, the condition that the varia

tion of qm must vanish at the two ends points of the range is 

violated because qm is obtained from (3.7) by a quadrature. 

Hence, from (3.5) we have,

But pm = cm , the ignorable momentum, is constant everywhere
A

along the C -curve (a curve in configuration space). Hence 

we can write

Therefore, we can actually simplify the given variation 

problem by eliminating in advance all the ignorable coordi

relation (3.7) makes qm a function of the non-ignorable

(3.8)

^ m  ta
(3.9)

See Ref. (9).
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So that (3.8) becomes 

-t,
t (L "a

^ cm^mLet us put L

and call L the "modified Lagrangian function ;for the

(3.10)

(3.11)

ignorable coordinate q^." The result of our deduction can 

be stated as follows:

The minimizing of the original action integral S with 

the ignorable variable qm can be reduced to the minimizing 

of the modified action integral 

' t ,
tb L(qr ,q^;t)dt (3.12)

without the ignorable variable qm , after eliminating qm with

the help of the constraint relation p = c . r  ^m m
The process of eliminating an ignorable coordinate may

be divided into three steps:

a. Write down the equation for the conjugate momentum

of the ignorable coordinate, 
3 L

• Pm * iqm = cm • ' (a)

b. Modify the given Lagrangian function to

' 1  = L " V m  ' . CS)

c . Eliminate the ignorable velocity qm by solving 

equation (a) for qm and substituting' into equation (g). Then 

the modified L does not depend on the ignorable variable and
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the original variational problem of m degrees of freedom is 

reduced to a new variational problem of m'-l degrees of 
-freedom.

This reduction process remains the same if the given 

problem contains more than one ignorable coordinate. The

modified Lagrangian function has now to be defined by
\

S
L = L - Z c q (3.13)

A=I * *

1 with the constraint relations

3 TP& - ' , C^= l,2,...s) (3.14)

The sum in the second term of (3.13) is extended over all the 

ignorable coordinates.'

The modified Lagrangian L will contain all the non- 

ignorable coordinates after the substitution of , which 

are obtained by solving the constraint relations (3.14).

This process will reduce the Lagrangian to a function of 

the non-ignorable coordinates only, Such a Lagrangian may 

have advantages for the calculation of the path integral, 

since it will reduce the integration from m to m-s degrees 

of freedom.

Using the modified Lagrangian and its action function, 

we follow the same argument, step by step, as given by Dirac 

and Feynman, to formulate the modified path integral as
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follows:

The contact transformation now becomes

3L P = - (3.15)

in its classical form, where the dynamic variable qr ,pr , 

etc., represent the non-ignorable variables only, and L 

in (3.13) is the modified Lagrangian function with the 

constraint relations (3.14) associated with it.

We start with these relations and follow the logic 

of Dirac to obtain the quantum mechanical contact trans

formations, which are equations between operators. That is

Pr Bq^ . ' r 90^ (3.16)

provided (3U)/(3qr) and (3U)/(3Q ) qpe well-ordered functions 

In classical mechanics, the equations of motion causing 

a ,set of variables qr ,pr to vary from one time to another 

can be described by a contact transformation, which may be 

put into the form as before

p = —  Fr pr 3q ’ r
I ’ , I

We have postulated thaf -4q | Q > = exp fiU (q ,Q ))/h]as we did 
before in (2.10), all q' , Q*, represent the numerical values 
of the non-ignorable coordinates.
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with cIr ' pr " qb ’ pb at time' %  ’ Pr = qa' pa at time t Z l

where S is the modified action function:

•t,
-S b LCqr ?qr ;t)dt. (3.12)

In quantum mechanics, this can be represented by a 

unitary (or contact) transformation %  Iqa ’ta> ’ connecting 

the same representation at different times in which at t 

and qa .at t are diagonal respectively.

The previous arguments suggest a modified correspondence 

relationship,

%  t^ qa v  ~ exP Cj p Cqr ,qr ;t)dt] (3.17)

where L is the modified Lagrangian as defined in (3.13). If 

we_ take a smal;l time interval e , we get

<qb Pa +e|qa V  ~ exP LE].

We use the notation

exp[;i T -

(3.18)

LCq^ZSr;t)dt] = A (t, ,t )

so that A ( t ^ ?ta) is the classical analogue of <q^ t^|qa t >.

qb = qrb stand for all non-ignorable coordinates

I
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Suppose we divide the time interval ^nto a large'

number of small intervals -I-^t1 . I1- t̂0 , ...t n->t , t ->t, .a I * I 2' n-1 n ’ n b
Then

A(tb ,ta) = A(tb ,tn ) ACtn ,tn _1) ... A(t2 ,t1)A(t1 ,ta).(3.19)
i

Now the quantum expression is

%  tI3 Isa ta> = J ” J<% U n>d'in <tin l V i >d<in.-i
..Sq2|qi>dqi<qi|qa>* (3.20) 

Here the qr are. the non-ignorable coordinates, while q^'s 

labelled them at different times. These qr are related to 

the ignorable coordinates through the modified Lagrangian and 

the constraint relations given by the conservation of the 

momenta conjugate to the ignorable coordinates. Therefore, 

q are not so free as q^, since the motion of qr have to 

conserve "something" but' the q^ do not necessarily do so.

We next use the same reasoning of Dirac to show that 

(3.20) goes over to (3.19) by using the modified Hamilton’s 

first action principle in the form, ■ ,

•t.
"b Ldt (3.21)

The notations are simplified, q^ E q ^  for all.the non- 
ignorable coordinates qr at time11^ is labelled by q]< 
instead of qrjc.
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which is now applied to the non-ignorable coordinates only.

From the relationships (3.17) and (3.18), we find that 

the integrand of (3.2o) must be of the form exp (i@/'K) , where 

G is' "a function of qa , q^, q ^ , . - Rn ? , ,  which remains 

finite as hi tends to zero. If we look at any one of the 

intermediate q's, say q^, the main contribution comes from a 

point for which G is stationary with respect to small varia

tion in q̂ .. This can be applied to each factor in the 

’integrand, so that the only contribution in the domain of 

integration of (3.20) is that for which G is stationary for 

small variation in all the intermediate q^’s . But using the 

result of (3.17) for each of the small time intervals, we see 

G has for its classical analogue .

tb ^ l d t  +

f t j i  -
*  Ldt + . . r t 2  -

/  Ldt + C t I  -  
t  Ldt =

J t n  J

\—
II

J

t I  J a

which is just the modified action function S , and the above

argument is nothing,but the statement of (3.21); that is the

modified Hamilton's first action principle. This shows (3.20)

goes over,into (3.19) when H  becomes extremely small.

Since Feynman's argument is directly related to Dirac's,

his replacement of the correspondency.relation with anf, _ '
identity becomes for the modified formulation,

<q t ~ .i IqJ t >n+l n+l 1 exp[gB L(qy,5r;t)dt] (3.22)
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with A changed to B . The normalization must be changed to 

a suitable form in the system of non-ignorable coordinates. 

The modified action function can bo expressed as

Z
n= -oo

SCqn+1’̂ n̂ (3.23)

where

S ( q n + l ' V Min
'n+1

L(q^,<L;t)dt CS.24)

The general modified path integral then becomes

■i
V W

Lim
£■+0 - exp [j

OO

E
N= - °?

SCqn+1 B B
CS.25)

where the integration is taken over ...q^,q^^^,... which lie

in a limited region R. This is shown schematically in Figure

2.. for paths in limited space-time

The modified probability amplitude as expressed in (3.25)

is a constrained one. That is, it is a probability amplitude

for a physical event in which the possible paths lie in a

region R, which is limited by the constraint relations (3.14) .
<*■ '

In the one-dimensional case, the effect can,hardly be sebn, 

since if the corresponding momentum is a constant, the only 

1coordinate is the ignorable one* which is missing in our 

formulation. However, for more than one dimension, the • 

technique can obviously be applied, and we will give a concrete 

example later. ,.In general, the evaluation of the reduced path

M
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i  t

Fig. 2 Paths in Limited Space-Time:

The paths of this picture are different from Fig. I 
in that, here the paths are limited by the constraint 
relations, so that they conserve some quantities.
The path sum extends over the non-ignorable coordinates 
only. In cases of two-dimensions, with one ignorable 
coordinate, the reduced paths will be in one-dimension 
only. Later, we will give a concrete example.

rv
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integral may not be easy. This is the price we have to pay 

under this modified formulation, since the elimination of the' 

ignorable coordinates may reduce the kinetic energy from a 

quadratic form in velocities (for which the evaluation of
A

the path integral is easy) to a linear form in velocities. 

This change may make our modified path integral hard to solve, 

if not unsolvable. In the following we illustrate how this 

may come about in the modified Lagrangian.

Suppose the kinetic energy T of the original system can 

be written as follows.

^ m   ̂ m-1
T * 2 414k - 7 J f 1 ai,k  h  4k

m-1 .

i=l
I -i ,m ĉ i %i + 2 am,m ^m (3.26)

We"' have separated here the corresponding,ignorable velocity 

from the other velocities. Now the ignorable momentum becomes

dT m-1 
E a 

i = l i,m ^i + am,m ^m = c (3.27)

if the potential V(q^,t) is independent of the velocities.

We obtain for the modified Lagrangian function,

— , m-1 -I y

L ’ L"cm = T  i ^ 1 ai,k 4k - 2 am,m %  " v - C3.28)

A general discussion is given in R ef. (5) p p . 58-61,
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The reduction process is not yet accomplished since we have 

to eliminate qm with the help of.the constraint relation 

(3;27]. After the elimination of q we obtain

1
2

m-1  ̂ '

a i’k "-zV i
m-l . '
Z T  a,

m-l

i = l ai,m Si

m,m i=l Li,m ^i - V (3.29)

where V may be called an effective potential, which contains 

two terms, ,

V = V + 1 cm (3.30)
m,m

The remaining terms, in L , however, are of an unusual nature. 

They can be considered as part of the kinetic energy T , 

however, T instead of being quadratic is now linear in 

velocities.

In our modified path integral method, we are dealing
5)with the modified L function, which is now reduced^grangian

to the form of (3.2>9). If the velocity-dependent part can " ■' 

be reduced to a quadratic form again, then the evaluation of 

the modified path integral of the remaining non-ignorable 

coordinates can be done easily, and we will get a definite 

answer to the problem under study". ''Otherwise, the modified 

path integral.;is hard to evaluate.
1 r

We next examine Feynman's ideas to formulate the modified 

wave function. Using the same argument as given in Section II,

I
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we may divide R into three regions as shown in Figure 2. The 

integrand in (3.25) can be rewritten as
0° , C O

exp [I Z S(qn + V qn)] = exp[^ Z SCqn+:L,qn)] 
n— 00 n—K

k -1 _
. exp[jL Z S,(q^i,q^)]- (3.31)

This split.is possible because of (3.23), which results from 

the fact that the modified Lagrangian is also a function of 

position at different times. Therefore, equation (3.25) can 

be written as

S ISa. V  - X (Sk -tP lH q k 'tP dSk (3.32)

where

k-1 _ U n dqk-1 dqk-2

. . t <t

x ' W w H )  - Llm

R t exp^h Z I S-('qn+l,qn')B-' B Bn= -oo
(3.33)

dqk+l dqk+2 '
R mk ’ k^ . If"

.. t >t

exp[K  Z S(qn+1,qn)] 
n—K B B

(3.34)

• The wave function i|;(q̂ ,t) is ■ sufficient to define those 

attributes which are left from past history which determine 

future behavior for all these non-ignorable coordinates.

The probability of finding the system in region R is 

defined by | x ^ dq| .. These results agree with the 

principles of conventional quantum mechanics.
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For an infinitesimal time interval, the change of the 

wave function iJj (q^., t) of (3.33) in the configuration space 

of non-ignorable coordinates can be written as

k+l ' V ej dV ^ i ctl tktilSk V + M k ' V

where the kernel in the limited space is:

(3.35)

<q%+l t^+1  Iqk tk> = J e x p t^TXL(qr ,qr ;t)dt] (3.36)k+ It r—

'this is the same equation as given in Feynman's identity

(3.22).

Consequently, we will also' be able to get the result 

that this modified kernel is identical to the modified Green's 

function of the time-dependent Schroedinger's equation in a 

modified form, since the Hamiltonian of the.system will be 

modified as well as the Lagrangian. ■ We obtain

C - I l l b - tb |qa ta> = -l«(qb -qa)6(tb -ta) (3.37)

where H- is the modified Hamiltonian, in which the ignorable 

coordinates are completely eliminated. Thus the modified 

path integral formulation and conventional quantum mechanics 

are equivalent. , . , I i
I ' ,

The above formal construction qf the modified path inte

gral in a limited region of configuration space can be seen 

explicitly in the following concrete sample.

'■! I
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Let us consider the motion of a particle in a uniform • 

gravitational field in two-dimensions.

The ordinary Lagrangian function expressed in Cartesian 

coordinates is in the form

L = Y  (x2+y2) - m'gy (3.38)

The wave function in the ordinary path integral method 

should be written in the form

>HXkti,yk+i;tk+e)
Ico dxk
' A jJ—co J

V e
PEir f L(x,y,x,y;t)dt]x

(3.39)

From (3.38) we see that x is an ignorable coordinate. 

Therefore, we will be able to employ our modified path 

integral method. This enables us to reduce the ordinary 

path integral from two-dimensions to one-dimension.

Following the procedure of elimination as given 

previously, we obtain

3L

Solving for x

mx =

we get

(3.40)

(3.41)

JL
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The modified Lagrangian function has the form

c* % = #  [(ar)' + - w  - c x(^)

= j  Y 2 - m g y ---= J  mY 2 ' V(y] . (3.42)

Here we see our effective potential V (y)
2

V (y) ■= mgy + 2m (3.43)

Therefore, the wave function in the modified path 

integral formulation has the form

dy, .
-Tt  exp Efflt1, L (y.y;tk)dtk]4,(yk tk)

' K (3.44)

Note the ignorable coordinate x is completely eliminated.

The quantum mechanics, just like the corresponding 

classical' mechanics describes a motion in which the momentum 

conjugate to the ignorable coordinate has a fixed, constant 

value.

If we use (3.42) and put it into (3.44), it is a 

completely one-dimensional problem. Following the,same 

calculation as done by Feynman, we get the Schroedinger’s 

equation in a modified form,

h. 9__ 
i at I'ly) h  + VCy)* (3.45)
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where
c2 c2

V(y) = mgy + ^  = V(y) + (3.46)

Our constraint relation (3.40) is built into the 

effective potential V(y), which in this case contain an 

additional constant term in comparison with the original 

potential V (y).

The modified Hamiltonian is of the form

We proceed now to illustrate by a specific example the 

calculation of the path integral, both in the standard (or 

original) form of Feynman and in our modified form containing 

constraints. ;

For this purpose, we choose again the case of a particle 

moving in a uniform gravitational field in two-dimensions.

The ordinary Lagrangian function for this case as given 

in (3.38), that is

H = T + V 1 «22 my + mgy + 2m (3.47)

(3.48)

Using the general expression

•h
See Ref.(5), p . 38.

(3.49)
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we can express the sum of (2.17)
. OO

S = 2 (3,50)
]_= -CO - -

For our present case, we get from (2. 18) the probability- 

amplitude

<xb %  Ixa ya t a >
Lim
e->0 Z E cU - U - P 2

Z11£i = l

exPrlIF P1 cyPU-PldxI- -dxN-U
F f r P fr2 du - - du - i

r Z i r r h s ^ -N/2 ,N
cU S - 1 '2 (3.51)

We first evaluate one of the integrals and develop a 

recursive relation.

< 1 > -F2Ur1r2z2 dxi exP tIF U2-xP 2 • Ui-xP 2j1*
CO

0 C2^ ) - 272 U 1 exp (T2-T1)2 ♦ Cy1-Ta)2])*

exp ■ ( Cy2-̂ y1) + Cyx+Xa) 3 >

The first factor can be integrated over x ^ , by using the 

formula

BXpCa(X1-X)2 +b(x2-x)2]dx = e x '9 ^ § b ^ r x 2 ^ 2
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We get for the first factor in <1>

C 2 Ui fte dx1 exp{— g- I (X2-X1) 2 + Cxa-X1) 2] }

exp {2%-2E ^ 2  a

Now we proceed to evaluate the second factor in <1>. After 

a simple calculation by integrating over we get

^ exp{||F [(y2-y1)2]* (yi:ya)2)

- + C V 7 a)]>- I

exP { y S W  ( y ? - y j 2 -  - P f ^ - -C y , t y j  } e x p { ~ ^ | e. ..}

Therefore, we obtain

<1> - P t ^ ( X 2-Xa)2J.

I r 2 it ih.' 2 e -| -1 / 2 9 L m im
] ' « x p t ^ % ( y 2-ya)

img > 2e
( y 2 - y a ) J "

exp

W e ■multiply this by the factor

l 2 l i M . r l / 2  exp (IfcCx3-X2) 2 J [ ^ p t ] " 1/2

.■rim
exp {S ? (j,3-y2:|2} • — p t ' T f p t j y j y 1

And integrating again, this time over we get the

result
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<2> = [2li|^£]"1/2 exp{ 2fi-3e f3V xa-1 )"
I p 2 'it' * 3 c 1/2

1 ' =xp f% % fy 3 V )

_ imgE'
4ti -(3+1)}

We continue this kind of calculation for N-steps. Finally 

we obtain

<%b

exp

exp

exp{

/ im
T-Zh-Ne

j- im
^Zh-Ne
. • 3- imge

4-ft

+  ̂ _ Lim [-Zrrih-Ne1 
ya ta> " e-+0 L— ---- J

■fxb-xa)2> x P  r ® . ] ' 172

-Cyb -Ta)2 - ^ ( y b^ a)) x

-(... 15 + 10 + 6 + 3 + 1)} .

After taking the limit e-+0, we obtain for the probability 

amplitude in space-time,

<xb yb tb lxa 7 a ta> ^Ztih-T^ exp{Zh°T^ (-xb™xa-1

+ (7b-7a ) ^ }  e x p { - ^ ^ ( y % + y a ) } (3.5Z)

where T = t, -t = Ne.b a : .
This is the explicit expression for the probability 

amplitude, which is obtained directly from the standard (or 

original) space-time path integral calculation.

We now introduce the constraint of constant momentum 

conjugate to the x coordinate and evaluate the path integral
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in our modified formulation.

The modified Lagrangian function for this case as given 
in (3.42), that is

L 1
2 -mgy

2cx
2m (3.53)

We get from (3.25) the modified probability amplitude 

for our present case

Vb t IjIya V  = si™ exp { m i
N -ic^- Ne
T 1 (TiVi-l))" exp[ - ^ 5r Idy1 . . .

■■ 4,m „1[ W " N/2 (3.54)

After making a calculation as we did before, we are able 

to obtain the modified probability amplitude in the form,

_ -1/2 . -icZ-T
<yb tbly a ta> = ^2Tri-h»T^ exp  ̂ 2tm ^

exP {H T T (Tb"Ta)2} x ^ ( " ^ ^ ( T b V a ) )  C3 -55)

where T E t, -t = Ne. b a
This is the explicit expression for the modified 

probability amplitude, which is obtained directly from 

the modified space-time path integral calculation.

In comparing (3.52) with (3.55), we see that the
11

normalization factors are different, in addition, equation 

(3.55) does not contain the ignorable coordinate x, by
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contrast, it contains the factor provided by the, constraint 

relation.
Notice that equation (3.52) is the probability 

amplitude (or propagator) in two-dimensional space-time, 

which amounts to the unitary transformation between y^ 

at t^ and ya xa at ta . However, equation (3.55) is the 

modified probability amplitude (or propagator) in limited 

one-dimensional space-time, which amounts to the unitary 
transformation between y, at t^ and y at t of the non- 

ignorable coordinate. The ignorable coordinate x provides a 

constraint, which has already been built into the modified 

probability amplitude through the additional factor containing

4  -
The normalized probability amplitudes are

[2 ^ .°..l ]<y^Xb S l Y a ' ^ a  e x p { ? ^  (x^-xJ^+Cy^-yJ^ } x2h°T ^ b  "a- b 'a-

(3.52)
2

t 1/2<ybtb |ya ta> = exp{;-5|iir}exp{^|ET (yb -ya)2} x

(3.55)’exp{ -img'T

respectively. These results are what we desired to obtain;

We will return to this special example problem at the 

end of Section IV, where it is used to illustrate the



probability amplitude with the constraint of constant 

total energy.
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IV. THE IMPORTANT SPECIAL CASE OF THE MODIFIED 
PATH INTEGRAL IN SPACE-ENERGY

There is an important special case to which we will ' . 

apply the modified path integral method. This is the case 

when the Hamiltonian of the system under consideration is a 

constant of the motion. Then, the time "t" does not appear 

explicitly in the Hamiltonian, so ut" is an ignorable 

coordinate. Therefore, "t" may be eliminated, as an indepen

dent variable. After the,elimination of "t", the classical 

Lagrangian function and consequently the modified path 

integral are reduced to a function of space-energy instead of 

space-time.

Standard mechanics uses the ti^e "t" as an independent 

variable or parameter, and ignorable coordinates must be 

dependent variables. Therefore, we first show how the time 

"t" may be treated as a dependent variable if an additional 

parameter is introduced. ,,

Let .us consider all m+1 variables, , . . . . qm , and 

t , as given functions of some arbitrary parameter v. The 

system has now m+1 degrees of freedom. Denoting derivatives 

with respect to v by a prime, the action integral appears as 

follows:

v. L Cq-
?

9V,
t

4) f ' '
i dt (4.1)
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The time "t" is an ignorable coordinate in L, since only t 

appears, but not "t" itself.

We make use of the theorem that the conjugate momentum 

associated with an ignorable coordinate is a constant of the 

motion to construct the modified action integral.

For this purpose, let us form p^, the momentum, which is 

conjugate to the time "t",

Pt
3 (Lt ) 
3 t '

m
L - ( E  

i = l

7

- ( 2 p. Cii-L)
i = l 1 1

L
m
E p 

i = l i

(4.2)

The expression in the last parenthesis of (4.2) is exactly 

the total energy of the system under consideration. We 

denote it by A. For the usual mechanical system A is the sum 

of kinetic energy and potential energy, T + V. We then have 

the important theorem -- which holds whether the system is 

conservative or not -- that the momentum associated with the 
time "t" is the negative of the total energy.

If "t" is ignorable, i .e . , if our system is conservative, 
then A is a constant, and we obtain from (4.2) ,

P t = -A = -E = constant. (4.3)

: ?
Our Lagrangian in a new form Lni+i=Lt , our. new conjugate 
momentum is p j = (3Lm+]_) / (3q j) , the" i=m+l th coordinate is t , 
so that the i=m+l th momentum is p t = (3Lm+2)/(31 $ )= (3Lt' )/(3t ); 
qi=(dqi)/(dt); qi=Cdqi)/ (dv); Pj= (3L)/ (Sqi) .
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Therefore, we can eliminate "t" from the original variational 

problem and obtain a new one which results in an equation 

that ■ cermines the path in space'but says nothing about the 

time-development of the motion, since the time "t" appears • 

nowhere.

According to the general scheme of eliminating ignorable 

coordinates we first modify the Lagrangian function. For 

the present case, equation (g) will be in the form

. L = Lt - p t t = (L-p )t = E p. q. t (4.4)t t i=! i i
where we get the last equality from (4.2). 

The modified action integral becomes

n  i~i p i
dv

From the relation that T is quadratic in q^, i.e

m 
E

k=l2 .Z, ai ,k qi qk ; p i i=l 5
9T
Sqi Z ai,k qk

(4.5)

we obtain

L  Pi S 1 = . ? , * k q. qk 2T
i = l i,k=l

Therefore, we have

2T t dv

(4.6)

(4.7)

I ■
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In the literature of the eighteenth century, this 

integral frequently appears in the form

2T d t . (4.8)
z I

But Jacobi pointed out that this is not satisfactory, because 

the time "t" may not be used as an independent variable in 

the present variational problem, when the total energy is a 

constant of the motion, and "t" is the ignorable coordinate.

Indeed, our process of reduction is not finished yet.

We have to eliminate the conjugate momentum p of Mt" by 

using the constraint relation,

p t = - E = -(T + V) (4.9)
i

Without the last step of elimination by using (4.9), the 

modified action function (4.7) cannot be employed directly 

in the variational problem. The elimination is done as 

follows:

We may choose a symbolic C -point to represent the 

mechanical system in configuration space. The kinetic energy 

of the system point can be written as the kinetic energy of a
•k

single particle of mass = I. -

This imaginary particle is the C-pointin the configuration 
space which symbolizes the position of the mechanical 
system.
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T - I  v- r 'Iq o --I rds-> 2? " 2  , q% - ^( 3 ^ 0 (4.10)

where ds is a line -element of the' configuration space. We 

thus define the line-element ds as

^  2 * ds = E a . dq. d q .
i.k=l 1 >k 1 1

(4.11)

The quantities a  ̂ which are given functions of the q^'s

are the elements of a metric tensor.

For our present case, the independnnt variable of the 

system is no longer t but V 9 so we write

h a f h / t ' z (4.12)

Making use' of the constraint relation (4.9) , we get

(ds/dv;
(2T) 1/2 [2(E-V)]l/2 (4.13)

Finally, the modified action becomes
v-

v. 2 T t dv= V 1 a l  dv

'2 .

v. /2 CE-Vjds

(4.14)

(4.15)

We may define

F(q,q ,-E;v) == / 2 (E-V)' ds (4.16)

See Ref. (9), p p . 17-24.
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as a modified Lagrangian function. Then 

S
/ 2

FCq, q ,-E;v)dv , (4.17)

We have now completed the elimination process, and obtained 

the action integral in a modified form. We call this last 

form, equation (4.17) , Jacobi's action integral.

The time "t" does not appear in S . Moreover, the Iine-
,%/ A Aelement ds is not a complete differential and it would be 

quite wrong to believe that the integrand of S is /2 (E-V)'; 

ds corresponds to the differential of the independent variable. 

In order to prevent this misunderstanding we put a tilde above 

d s . Some parameter must be chosen as an independent variable. 

In particular, we may take v to be one of the q^, which are 

now functions of v instead of t.

The principle of minimizing the integral (4.14) or (4.17) 

in order to find the paths of the mechanical system is called 

Jacobi's first action principle. This principle determines 

the paths of .the C -point in configuration space at constant 

energy,' but says nothing about the time-development of the * *

See Ref. (10), p . 234.
* Sfe y-X/ds represents a non-integrable differential, which can not 

be considered as the infinitesimal change of something, 
like dq is ”d of q " . ds has to be conceived as an 
infinitesimal expression and not as "d of s". See Ref. 
(9), p . 18, footnote for more details.
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motion since "t" appears nowhere.

Putting a  ̂ ^=m^ we get from (4.11) the line-element

m
E m

dqjdqj.
i,k dv dv dv

i , Ic= I

Therefore, the modified action integral is

(4.18)

S

dv (4.19)

(4.20)

where

=Jz(E-V)
m
E m i,m dv dv (4.21)

I 3Ie=I

Applying Jacobi's first action principle, the paths of 

the system are determined by the vanishing of the variation,

ft
SS

i
Fdv (4.22)

Finally, we get the modified Euler-Lagrange equations in 

parametric form:

d ,3F -x 3F__ r3 F ,  _ __
dv 3q^ (4.23)

There is a question3 what is the reason that allowed us 

to use the Euler-Lagrange equations when only paths of 

constant energy are allowed in variations?
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Let us examine the line-element as given in (4.19) 5 

which does not contain time t . E is a constant and V i s a  

function of q  ̂ only. Therefore, the time Mtu does not appear 

in the modified action integral (4.20). Hence Jacobi's first 

action principle can. be used to furnish differential equations 

for the path. Moreover, in the present case, the parameter 

"v" is a geometrical property of the paths which conserve 

energy. Therefore, it can be so chosen as to be constant
*

during the displacements which characterize the 6-variation 

with respect to v. In contrast, in Hamilton's first action 

principle, "t" is the time-development of the motion, there

fore, it can be so chosen as to be constant during the dis

placements which characterize the Srvariation with respect 

to time t.

We now make use of the modified action integral and 

Jacobi's first action principle" to formulate the path integral 

in space-energy.

Dirac's idea can be applied to this special case. The 

contact transformation, in classical mechanics and quantum 

mechanics, connect two sets of dynamical variables at 

different parameters instead of at different times.

AGoldstein uses A-variation with respect to v, to distinguish 
it from 6-variation with respect to time t. See Ref. (10) 
pp. 228-234.
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The classical transformation equations for the present 

case can be put into the same forms as before

Pi
38
Bqi

38
SQi

(4.24)

Now S .is defined in (4.19), and p^ (v) , q^(v); P1̂. (v) ,Q^ (v) , 

are all functions of the parameter V  . Later we will choose 

q^(v) and (v) to be the same representation at different 

parameters.

There is also a quantum mechanical transformation func- 
» jtion <q IQ > connecting two representations, in which q3 s and 

Q 5S are diagonal respectively.

We shall demonstrate.that this transformation function 

is the quantum analogue of exp(iS/h), where S is defined in

(4.19). . ,

Suppose a is any function (or functional) of dynamical
'i i 'variables. It will have a "mixed!-' representation <q | a | Q >, 

which may be defined in terms of either of the usual
' i i " ' i i "representations <q |a|q >, <Q |a|Q >, (from now on all the 

q's and Q's are functions of the parameter v instead of time 

t).
That is

<q'|a|Q'>= It H  TT T ? TT TT TT
<q I a Iq >dq <q |Q >= <q |Q >dQ <Q |a|Q >•

(4.25)
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From the first of these definitions we obtain

! I I . . M  n u t<q Iqi IQ > =  J<q IqiIq > dq <q |q >
Since

V TJ T T IT
<q Iqi Iq >= qi 6Cq - q )

therefore

 ̂ Tl Tl Tl I I T , ?
<q IqiIQ > = qij(S(q -q )dq <q |Q > = qj_<q | Q > (4.26)

Similarly, one obtains the following relations for the 

other mixed matrix representations:

<q Iri IQ > %
i

 ̂ I H  Tl IT I
6 (q -q )dq <q |Q > fh 5̂ , <q'|Q>(4.27)

T i Tt T Tl ? T . I
<q IQi IQ > = Qi  <q IQ >dQ <s(Q -q ) = Q.<q |q > (4.28)

<q |p. |q > ■ n T 1 t! Tl ? T Tl C) ? , T<q |q >dq 6(q -q ) = +ih IQ >
I (4.29)

Note the different sign in (4.27) and (4.29).

Consequently, for two functions f (q) and g(Q) of 

dynamical variables, we obtain

, . H  It TT Tl Tl Tl
<q If(q)g(Q)IQ >= <q |f(q)|q >dq <q |Q >dq <q |g(q)|q >

? T , I
f(q )g(Q )<q IQ >

Furthermore, for two sets of functions f̂ . (q) and g%(Q) 
(k=l,2,...r ) , the result is

n
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<q |z%fk(q)gk(Q)|Q > = )gk(Q )<q'lQ'> -

Thus, lor a function a Cq5Q) of the dynamical variables, 

which'expressed in a "well-ordered" way, so that it consists 

a sum of terms like f CqDg(Q)5 we obtain the result

<q la (q,Q)|Q > = a Cq 5Q )<q IQ > (4.30)

This relation connects a(q,Q), which is a function of
? t

operators, and a (q ,Q ) 5 which is a function of numerical 

variables. The underlying parameter of transformation is 

v instead of t.

We follow Dirac to make the postulate that

<q |Q > = exp(^5^-0-l) (4.31)

since each side amounts to a unitary transformation, where UI
is a new function of the q3s and QsS .

Using this postulation, we get from (4.27) fora = p^

<q IPi IQ. > BU (q j Q  ) <q IQ
By comparing with (4.30), we obtain'a relation between 

operators,

_ 9U(q,Q)
Fi “ Sqi

which holds provided BU (q,Q)/Bq^ is well-ordered, where v is
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the independent variable (parameter).

Similarly, applying the result of (4.29) for a = and 

comparing with (4.30) , we obtain another relation between 

operators.

p =  ̂ 3U(q,Q)
, i SQi

which holds provided (3U(q,Q))/(9Qi) is well-ordered in the 

modified space.

These equations are of the same form as (4.24), thus 

showing that U defined by (4.31) is the classical analogue 

of the action function S , that is

v /Z(E-V)'
m
Z m

I V i,k

dqi dqk 
i,k dv dv dv

We find therefore, the result that the classical 

equation of the path causes the dynamical variables to vary

from one parameter v to another in accordance with the 

contact transformation relations P i - ^  ™ ~ ^P
Sqi ' ^i 3Q. with

q,P = q(v^), p(v^); Q,P = q(v^), p(v^). Here q(v^), q(v%)

are the same representation at different parameters, and S 

is the modified action function, i .e . , the integral over the 

parameter of the modified Lagrangian1F over a range v and p.

The quantum mechanical contact transformation functions 

<q, vb |qava> connect two representations in which q(v&) and 

q(vb ) are diagonal respectively. :
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The work of the■preceding sectionshows a correspondence 

relationship of the classical and quantum mechanical contact 

transformation,

' . fVb ■.
v-bha Va> ~ exp[̂  I Fdv]. ' (4.32)

J a

For va differing infinitesimally from v^, we obtain

<qb va+a lqa va> ■ ~ exP ^  Fcr] ■ (4.33)

where a is the'infinitesimal change in parameter v . ,

It is satisfactory to find that the quantum transforma

tion functions have their classical analogues, which can be 

expressed simply as a modified action integral. This is a 

manifestation of the well-known result, familiar from the 

JWKB method, that the phase of the wave function corresponds 

to Jacobi's action integral.

For simplicity, we continue using one-dimension. We 

adopt the notation.

exp G v Fdv) b Cv vJ

so that B (V^5Va) is the classical analogue of <q^ ^ l qa va>

Using the same treatment as given before, we divide

v,-+-v into small sections v ^v1 , V1^v0 .v .-+-v , v >v,., b a a V  I 2 ’ m-1 m 5 m  b ’ -
then

S(VfejVa) S(vfe ,vm)BCV Vm - J B(v2,v1)B(v1 (4.34)
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In quantum mechanics, we have

^blSa = <%bl9m>4qm<9ml%m-l>d%m-l
... <q2 |q1>dq1<q1 |qa> (4.35)-

where q^ denote q at the intermediate (k=l,2,...m).

Now we show how in the correspondence limit (4.35) goes 

over into (4.34) by means of Jacobi's action .principle. From 

its appearance (4.35) does not give us the confidence that 

it corresponds properly to (4.34), for on the right-hand 

side of (4.35) we have to integrate after performing the 

multiplication while on the right-hand side of (4.34) there 

is no integration.

Let us examine this discrepancy by asking what becomes 

of (4.35) when we take v as extremely small. From the relation

ship of (4.32) and (4.33) we find the integrand in (4.35) 

has to be the form exp(^— ) where G is a function of q(va), - 

q (vp ... q (vm ) ,q (V-J3) , which remains finite as h. tends to zero. 

Consider one of the intermediate q^s, say q(v^), more

carefully. On account of the smallness of h, we shall have
— / io”G/ft varying extremely.rapidly. This indicates that exp(|p)

will oscillate rapidly about zero. As a result, the integral

of this kind of integrand is obviously zero. Therefore, the

only important contribution comes from the domain of the
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q(Vj) integration for which a comparatively large variation

in q (v̂ .) produces only a very small variation' in G . This is

the contribution from t h e •neighborhood of the point for
. i - ■ 1

which G is stationary with respect to small variation in 

q(Vj„). In other words, for small H , the only contribution 

to the integral comes from the range q (v^J on or near the 

classical path.

This argument applies to any one of the intermediate q's 

in the right-hand side of (4.35) and we obtain the result that 

the only important contribution to the integral comes from 

the path for which G is stationary for small variations in 

,all. the intermediate q's. But by applying (4.33) to each of 

the small parameter sections,-we find that G has for its

classical analogue
rv

v Fdv +
rv.

Fdv +
m-1

Fdv + v Fdv
V1
V Fdv

which is just the. modified action function S , which Jacobi's 

first action principle requires to be stationary for small 

variation in all the q's. We thus prove (4.35) goes over 

into the classical result of (3.34) when h becomes extremely 

small. For the general case, when -h is not small, we have to 

explain (4.34) in the following way.

Each of the quantities ® j cIic-I) has to be considered 

as a function of the q's at the two ends•parameters to which
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it refers. The right-hand side is therefore a function of 

all the q(va),q(V^),...q(vm ),q(v^). In order to obtain 

from it a function of q(v ) ,q(V1) only, we have to substitute 

for q(v^),q(V£),...q(vm ) their values given by Jacobi's 

action principle. This process of substitution for the 

intermediate q5s then corresponds to the integration over 

all values of the q9 s in (4.35).

Equation (4.35) contains the quantum analogue of Jacobi's 

action principle, as may be seen more explicitly from the 

following argument.

From (4.35), we extract a statement that, if values of 

q(va),q(Vk) are specified, then the importance of our 

considering any set of values for the intermediate q9 s 

is determined by the importance of that set of values in 

the integration on the right-hand side of (4.35).

If we now let -h tend to zero, this statement goes over 

into the classical statement that, if the values of q(v ), 

q(v^) are specified, then the importance of our considering 

any set of the values for the intermediate q9s is zero unless 

these values make the modified action function S stationary. 

This statement is one way of formulating the classical 

Jacobi's action principle.

So far, we have repeated the contents of Dirac's work.

The only variety was to replace the time "t" by a parameter
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v, now t (v) can be seen as an additional dependent coordinate. 

But "t" is an ignorabie coordinate in the conservative system 

under consideration. After the reduction, "t" is not 

contained in the modified’Lagrangian function F at all. 

Therefore, the action principle can be written

F =' F(q,ei,-E;v)

form,

L = L(q,q;t) .

Euler-Lagrange equations

Jacobi's action principle. 

Euler-Lagrange equations

Hamilton's action principle, 

principle, we may let the 

parameter v be any one of the coordinates, which are now 

free from t he,time "t".

We -have thus established a.correspondence relation ■ 

between a time-free quantum mechanics and Jacobi's action 

principle.

v2.

v. Fdv = 0; with

instead of the more familiar 

-t
Ldt = 0; with

Now F satisfies, the modified

d ,SF . 3F
Bqi

which are the consequence of 

And L satisfies the ordinary

d r3L x 
dt ^ q i-1

3L
9Hi

which are the consequence of 

Moreover, in Jacobi's action
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We now proceed to use Feynman's idea in formulating a 

modified path integral in space-energy.

Feynman’s identity can be taken over by using a new 

normalization factor instead of A. That is
f'O

< 1 5 Vni+11 cW  js; exP
HH-I

v. F Cq,q , -E;v)dv] (4.36)

The modified action function is expressed in the form
CO

S = Z  ^ S n = ! ' ^  ' (4.37)TXL=-CO '
where

scW - V 1 " Min
fXn-I-I ,
Vm  F(q,q ,-E;v)dv (4.38)

We put (4.36) into (4.35) and use the Jacobi * s first 

action principle as expressed in (4.38), which is the 

argument, we gave .above. We obtain the modified path 

integral in space-energy

. V  vb K V
Lim
a->-0 V xpc^rJ

S (am+1
4 n + l

(4.39)

This is a probability amplitude, which is now expressed 

in a path integral form, since the integration is taken 

over these values ĉn >ĉ + ]_ > • • • which lie in a special region

Figure 3 shows this schematically for paths in space- 

energy configuration.
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Figure 3 Paths in Space-Energy

The paths of this picture are different from those of 
Fig. I and Fig. 2 in that, here the paths are limited 
to those which conserve energy, the conjugate "momentum" 
of the ignorable coordinate time "t". Therefore, the 
time "t" does not appear. In contrast, the parameter / 
takes its place. The path sum is an integral over 
those specific coordinate values which conserve energy. 
The limit is taken as o^O.
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We continue to illustrate the equivalence of this 

special formulation and the conventional formulation of 

quantum mechanics.

We first give the definition of the wave function in 

the new formulation and then show that it satisfies the 

time-independent Schroedinger's equation.

We shall find that is is possible to' express S as the 

sum given in (4.37), and hence the probability amplitude 

as a product of contributions from successive sections of 

the path, which allows us to define a quantity having the 

properties of a wave function.

The argument of the classification into three 

regions is the same as given before, the only change made 

is to replace t by v . This is shown on the Figure 3.

Then the exponential relation in (4.39) may be put into 

the form

exp[| Z S(Cm^ q m)] - exp[i £ SCc^1Iqm)]
m = k  ■

r i -
exPCfT z S(q i,q )] . (4.40)yn= -oo

This split is possible because of (4.37), which results from 

the fact that the modified function F is a function of 

positions at different parameter ' s . Therefore we obtain 

the probability amplitude in the following form
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I %  va> X (q% v^)dqk k̂' (4.41)

where

■Kqk v]() Lim
a->0

k -1

dQv-I dQk-1 Hk-I
VS5F vfF v < v (4.42)

X (Qv v.) Lim
a->-0k vIc 

dqk+l dqIc+2

^  exp[E J kstW v ^ l

V > V (4.43)

The %' indicates that the coordinates are integrated 

over the region %' for v <v <v, over limited space'; and ^  is

>r "over 7% , for v >v >\), over limited space.

The probability of finding the system at a certain 
• & o

position will be | y ^ d q | . All these results agree with the

principles of conventional quantum mechanics.

We approach the evolution of the path of the system point 

in configuration space (now in space-energy) by seeing that, 

for a small finite o, equation (4.42) permits us to construct 

a recursive relation. That is

k
• ^ K “ pCK m L „ S(q^ l iqk)]

dqk dqk-l dqk-2 (4.22)

I
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In comparing (4.42) with (4.42) we immediately find

The quantity

exPlff ®(cili,3..q]i))-4|(qe ,vkv

<cik+ i>vk+i IcIjcfv I^ f ĉ k - V dcIk

dqk

(4.44)

<%%.+!,Vk+i|q%,v%> -j; exp|^ V1 +a
V 1 F (q,q ; v) dvj

is the kernel (or propagator) for the change of the wave 

function when the parameter changes infinitesimally. This 

kernel is Feynman's identity as defined in (4.36), which is 

exactly the unitary transformation of the same representation 

q at two different parameters, if the difference of them 

v̂ .+ ̂ -v^ = O i s  small but finite.

We give here two concrete examples as we did in Section 

II, in order to show that relationship of (4.44) and the 

corresponding Schroedinger's equation.

For the free particle case (using one dimension): the

'parameter v is chosen to be the coordinate x , therefore 

(4.44) becomes an integral equation of the form

' X

*(x) 1 exP (I& y
^ ZmE1 dvj-q (y) dy (4.45)

since F J'ZmE
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Using the fact that -r.dx

H  ~ W J 2mE ' . i exP S
i

^  \/2mE r ̂  (x) = -̂ p

h

h  j r X

X Gd0 = G , we obtainy
fX _____

,/ 2mE dv ] • <j) (y) dy 

( J ) ( X )  ; with px = ^2mE

Therefore

(4.46)

h dcj) (x) != 
i dx Px'*(x) (4.45)

Taking the derivative of (4.46) with respect to x again,

we obtain ;
/»00 'Xd̂cj)

dx2
(4; JzmE] exp Jiiimn dv]-(J) (Z) dy

y
^ E  (J,(x)
ii

Therefore

. - Sg E (J)(X) (4.48)
^  dx^

a 'result we expect to have, since it is the time-independent 

Schroedinger’s equation of a free particle moving in one- 

dinemsion, when the energy is a constant E . Consequently 

(4.48) gives us a desired result without time "t" involved.

For the second example, consider a particle moving in 

a one-dimensional potential V (x):

Then (4.44) will become an integral equation
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since P R= J 2m[E-V (\>J ] .

- For this case, if the interval x-y = a is extremely 

small, as it is in our formulation, we may take

Px = J 2m E -V(x) to be a constant.

If this is achieved, then
/ CO

^  exp{i^ 2m[E-V(x) ]\(x-y)}*(y)dy4) (x) = (4.50)

After differentiating (4.50) once with respect to x, we 

obtain

This is the desired time -independent Schroedinger's 

equation. When the energy is conserved in the system, the 

time "t" does not appear. , ■

The apparent inconsistency of considering x-y = o small, 

and integrating over y with x fixed may. be resolved by 

recalling that the rapid oscillations of the exponential 

factor eliminate contributions, except in the immediate

T  3x * (x ) = Px * W ’ ^ith px = ^ 2m[E-V(x)] (4.51)

And differentiating (4.50) twice with respect to x, we 

obtain

dx
(4.52)
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neighborhood of x .

From these two examples, we see., the integral equations 

(4.45) and (4.49) are equivalent to the corresponding 

Schroedinger''s equations (4.48) and (4.52), respectively, 

a direct consequence of the space-energy path integral 

formulation.

For the sake of completeness, we exhibit the explicit 

form of the space-energy kernel, which can also be shown to 

be the Green's function of the time-independent Schroedinger's 

equation.

We have SlIiown in Section II that, for a constant 

Hamiltonian, the kernel in space-time is in the form of

(2.41)

-371W tF
for t2>t1

= O for t2<t1 (4.41)

<x2 tZlxI tF  = V  M x2I M xF

We w.ant to eliminate the time coordinate, therefore, the 

space-time kernel will be reduced to the space-energy kernel..

If the time variable only is transformed but not the 

spatial ones, we obtain by definition

<x2 E(V2) Jx1 E (V1) >
! / M n t2

e . ^ <x2 tZlx I t F
e dt2 dt1 (4.53)
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'M

< * 2  ^‘ i > ~< x 2 E CV2 ) IX-̂  E (v^) > is the probability
amplitude or the kernel, which is a unitary transformation 
.of the same representation at different parameter and va * 
which conserve energy B . 1  ^

Substituting (2.41) into (4.53), we obtain

<x2 E(V2) Ix1 E(V1)>
'1 Jt1 dt2 e

t i / M n t2

I  ;
Making the substitution t2 = t1 + t , dt2 = dr, keeping 

fixed

<x2 E(V2) Jx1 E (V1)> dtp e
i/H (E2-E1)P1

i/ShE2T 00 *
dx e E ^n (X2) GnjCx1).

n— I

2TTh 6 (E(V2)-E(V1)) E Gn (X2) Gn (X1)
n= I

j-~ IZh(E2-E1)T
d r

' 0

After the evaluation of the last factor, we obtain the kernel 

in space-energy.

<x2 E(V2)Jx1 E (V1) > = 2ir 1ii<5 [e (v2) -E (V1)J

: ^  . .
(E(V2)-B(^tie) V2>vl

=  0  for v 2<vl

(4.45)

I I
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This can be shown to be the Green's function of the time- 

independent Schroedinger's equation in the form

ii2d2c-
2mdx

2" + V - E2 ) < x 2 B2 I X1 E^> = + 5-6(X2 - X 1) 6'(E2 -E ^ )  .

(4.55)

Letting

<x 2 E 2 Ix1 E1> = <x2 E(V2)Ix1 E(v1)> = Z aJ1(^1)cJ5n Cx2).
n

(4.56)

Substituting (4.56) into (4.55), we get

San (Xi)(En -B2)On Cx 25 - +r  S(X2-X1)6 (E2-E1) (4.57)

since .2

f ' T S f  * V]^ (X2) = ^  ^ (X2)

Recall

-S(X2-X1) - 5 ^n (X2)On (X1) .
n

Substituting (4.58) into (4.57), we get

(4.58)

'5 an (X1) (En -E2) On (X2) = ^  E On (X1)6 (E2-E1). 
■ n n

Comparing both sides, we have

cJ1n (X1)
an^x l^ “ i. ̂  'S(E2-E1) |_E2-E^+ieJ •

Finally, we obtain from (4.56)

(4.59)
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<x2 E (v2) I X1 E (V1) > = I-RCSE(V2)-E(V1)]

for v2>v1

for v 2<v1 (4.60)

This is exactly equation (4.54).

"We have, therefore, shown the close relationship of 

the space-energy path integral method and conventional 

quantum mechanics.

It is desireable to calculate the path integral 

directly in the new formulation, and compare it with the 

old ones. For this purpose, we choose the example of 

Section III. That is the motion of a particle in a 

uniform gravitational field in two-dimensions.

The ordinary Hamiltonian function expressed in 

Cartesian coordinates is in the form:

For a conservative system, the Hamiltonian H =  E is a 

constant of the motion,, the modified Lagrangian function

F = J Zm(E-^V) = J 2m(E-mgy)
The special probability amplitude should be given by

F is

the expression:



I
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<5rb Vyly
Lim X

d^l • r dyN-l(^ )'N/2 (4.61)

The calculation should be carried out as follows:

<1> = dy^ (<#) " ^ 2 exp •^•{/zmCE-mgC^y-i-) ]
o

v ' 2

We have tried to calculate this, but have not been able 

to get a definite answer. Therefore, we have to leave it 

open. That is the price we have to pay for the modified 

path integral formulation. However, the physics of this 

formulation is quite clear, and provides in principle a 

direct extension of the standard path integral method to 

obtain the time-independent quantum mechanics of energy 

conserving systems.



V. CONCLUSION

Tns tisvelep-nent §£ the path integral meshed in ap&G@- 

time was reviewed briefly following the ideas of Dirac and 

Feynman. We found the physical "incompleteness" of that 

formulation, mentioned by Feynman, can be treated by using 

the classical technique of eliminating ignorable coordinates 

in the system under consideration. That is, whenever there 

is an ignorable coordinate in the Lagrangian function, the 

corresponding conjugate momentum will provide a constraint 

relation. With the help of this relation, the Lagrangian 

function can be reduced to a modified form. This new 

Lagrangian function can then be taken to form a modified 

action function, which together with the corresponding action 

principle can be employed to form a modified path integral 

constructed of -- "the paths in a limited region" or "the 

paths having some property." ."That region" or "some 

property” is clearly related to the constraint relation 

provided by the conservation of the conjugate momentum 

associated with the ignorable coordinate.

It is to be noted that the general modified form of path 

integral uses the time "t" as an independent variable in the 

variational problem, even though the modified Lagrangian 

reduces the freedom of the paths to some degree. Consequently
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the characteristics of the space-time path integral are not 

changed too much. A concrete example of a particle moving 

in two-dimensions under a uniform gravitational field was 

given to illustrate this method.

Since for systems with a constant Hamiltonian the 

time "t" may be considered as an ignorable coordinate, we 

applied our technique to this case to derive the time- 

independent Schroedinger’s equation via the path integral 

method. This special case illustrates the close connection 

established with classical mechanics because the point of 

departure is Jacobi's action- principle instead of Hamilton's 

action principle. The time "t" is missing in this formula

tion, but instead we must introduce a parameter "y" which 

parameterizes the energy conserving paths of the system.

Our technique clarifies the relation of classical 

mechanics to quantum mechanics, since we found that not only 

the customary space-time Lagrangian may be used to quantize 

a system via the .path-integral method; but also any trans

formed or modified Lagrangian, obtained by the elimination of 

ignorable coordinates, can equally well serve in the path- 

integral method to quantize the system.
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